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Background: The limited cranial skin covering auricular implants is an important yet
underrated factor in auricular reconstruction for both reconstruction surgery and tissue engineering strategies. We report exact measurements on skin deficiency in microtia patients and propose an accessible preoperative method for these measurements.
Methods: Plaster ear models (n = 11; male:female = 2:1) of lobular-type microtia
patients admitted to the University Medical Center Utrecht in The Netherlands
were scanned using a micro-computed tomographic scanner or a cone-beam computed tomographic scanner. The resulting images were converted into mesh models from which the surface area could be calculated.
Results: The mean total skin area of an adult-size healthy ear was 47.3 cm2, with
49.0 cm2 in men and 44.3 cm2 in women. Microtia ears averaged 14.5 cm2, with
15.6 cm2 in men and 12.6 cm2 in women. The amount of skin deficiency was
25.4 cm2, with 26.7 cm2 in men and 23.1 cm2 in women.
Conclusions: This study proposes a novel method to provide quantitative data on the
skin surface area of the healthy adult auricle and the amount of skin deficiency in
microtia patients. We demonstrate that the microtia ear has less than 50% of skin
available compared with healthy ears. Limited skin availability in microtia patients can
lead to healing problems after auricular reconstruction and poses a significant challenge in the development of tissue-engineered cartilage implants. The results of this
study could be used to evaluate outcomes and investigate new techniques with regard
to tissue-engineered auricular constructs. (Plast Reconstr Surg Glob Open 2016;4:e1146;
doi: 10.1097/GOX.0000000000001146; Published online 22 December 2016.)

icrotia is a congenital malformation of the external ear, characterized by underdevelopment of
the auricle, ranging from a slight reduction in
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size to a peanut-like lobular structure or its complete absence.1–3 The prevalence of microtia depends on ethnicity
and region, with an overall prevalence of 1.55 per 10,000
births (confidence interval, 1.50–1.60) and with lobulartype microtia being the most frequent type.1 Associated
craniofacial abnormalities include auditory canal atresia,
middle ear dysplasia, mandibular hypoplasia, facial cleft,
or facial asymmetry.2,4
There are various options for the treatment of microtia, including osseointegrated prostheses and alloplastic
implants such as Medpor.5–9 Currently, surgical reconstruction of the auricle using autologous costal cartilage
is most often performed.10–14 The carved framework is
in fact considerably thicker and less pliable than natural
cartilage to maintain the shape and detail of the implant
when covered with the thick cranial skin. The skin poses
some important but often overlooked challenges in auricDisclosure: I.A. Otto was supported by the Netherlands
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ular reconstruction, including limited skin availability and
contractive forces on the implant.14–16
The skin is a highly viscoelastic tissue and therefore has
high mechanical restraining capabilities.17,18 Elastin and collagen are among the structural components ensuring tensile
strength and extensibility. With increasing strain, the skin
offers more resistance and presses the underlying material.
These contraction forces may lead to healing problems after auricular reconstruction.15,16 This is especially evident in
microtia patients, who may have only limited skin available.8
The same problem arises in regenerative approaches for
engineering an auricular implant. Although many advances
have been achieved in ear-shaped cartilage regeneration, a
major challenge is the maintenance of the size and shape
of the relatively large complex-shaped 3-dimensional (3D)
construct after implantation. The covering skin applies a
great deal of pressure on the neocartilage implant, which
initially lacks adequate mechanical stability to withstand
such forces. With less skin available, these forces will increasingly hamper the development of the auricular construct.12
To generate sufficient skin coverage of the implanted
framework in auricular reconstruction, tissue expansion,
flap transposition, and skin grafts can be utilized.14,19,20
There is very limited information in the literature on the
actual amount of skin in the normal ear. Yazar et al21 calculated the area of skin covering the healthy human auricle
in a Turkish population. More relevantly, no data are available on the skin surface area of microtia ears, leaving the
shortage of skin that must be compensated for with, for
example, skin grafting, an educated guess.
This retrospective study addresses these issues and
provides quantitative data on the skin surface area of both
healthy and microtia ears in humans, with specific interest
in the amount of missing skin for adequate coverage of an
auricular implant. In addition, we present an accessible
method to assess skin requirements preoperatively in patients with auricular deformations. Moreover, this method
may be especially interesting as an evaluation tool for size
evaluation after reconstruction or analysis of a tissue-
engineered auricular implant.

CT Scanning

Plaster models were scanned using a micro–computed
tomographic (CT) scanner (Quantum FX, PerkinElmer
[PerkinElmer, Waltham, Mass.]; tube voltage, 90 kV;
tube current, 180 μA; scan time, 17 seconds; voxel size,
0.146 × 0.146 × 0.146 mm3) or a cone-beam CT scanner
(Next Generation, i-Cat [i-Cat, Hatfield, Pa.]; voxel size,
of 0.250 × 0.250 × 0.250 mm3) depending on the size of
the models. The cone-beam CT scanner yielded Digital
Imaging and Communication in Medicine images (DICOM). The images from the micro–CT scanner were
converted into DICOM files as well using Analyze 11.0
(MayoClinic, Rochester, Minn.).
Creation of 3D Models

Volumetric data of the plaster models were extracted
from the scans with Matlab R2013a (The Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, Mass.) using a threshold technique, which defines
the volumetric data as every pixel above a certain threshold value. The isosurface, that is, the 3D surface that represents the points of the constant value, was subsequently
computed from the volumetric data and exported into
stereolithography (STL) files, known as mesh models. A
mesh model is a representation of the surface of the original plaster model. They are made up of small connecting triangles (faces), defined by coordinates in a 3D grid
(vertices). Each face has its own surface area, and the accumulated areas of all faces will provide an accurate measurement of the surface area of the plaster model (Fig. 1).
Surface Area Calculation

The surface area calculation was subsequently performed using MeshLab (Visual Computing Lab, Pisa, Italy), which is a 3D mesh processing system. By computing
the geometric measures, a surface in square millimeters
(mm2) was obtained. The calculation for the auricular

METHODS
Patient Demographics

Plaster ear models of microtia patients admitted to the
University Medical Center Utrecht, The Netherlands, have
been collected between 1999 and 2005. Microtia ears of
the lobular type were selected for this study and compared
with their contralateral normal counterparts. The lower
age limit of 9 years was chosen based on the age at which
the majority of auricular reconstructions are performed,11
coinciding with the average age of maturity of the ear.22,23
All procedures performed in the study involving human
participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional research committee and with
the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments
or comparable ethical standards. Because of anonymous
plaster model analysis, the institutional review committee
required no ethical approval or informed consent.
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Fig. 1. Mesh model based on CT scan. The surface of the original
model is represented by small connecting triangles (faces), which all
have their own surface areas. Accumulation of these areas provides
an accurate measurement of the total surface area of the model.
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surface area itself differs from the calculation of the skin
deficiency, as these require different area boundaries of
the models.
Determination of the Auricular Surface Area

The first objective of this study is to determine the
exact auricular surface area. Therefore, the boundaries of the area included in the calculations were set
at the curvature where the auricle joins the cranium.
The external ear, including the lobe, was subsequently
cut out at its base by means of a drawing tool (Fig. 2).
This approach will be referred to as the “base method”
throughout this article.
Determination of the Amount of Skin Deficiency
in Microtia Ears

The second objective is to determine the amount of skin
deficiency for auricular reconstruction in microtia patients.
The difference between the surface area of the healthy ear
and the microtia ear equals the amount of skin missing to
cover an implant with the same surface as the healthy contralateral ear. However, because of the differences in shape,
there is a discrepancy in base areas of the healthy ear and
the microtia ear. Therefore, a fixed domain around both
ears was selected (Fig. 3) to eliminate such confounding
factors. Comparison of identical domains will allow objective calculation of the difference in skin surface areas and
thus the determination of the amount of skin deficiency.
This approach will be referred to as the “fixed method.”
Data Analysis

Calculations of the mean and SD of the surface area were
performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation,

Washington, D.C.). To evaluate the validity of our method, the results were compared with the only comparable
study.21 Different significance in comparison to this previous study was calculated using a Welch t test with GraphPad
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, Calif.). Different significance
between women and men was calculated using the Mann–
Whitney U test with SPSS (IBM, New York, N.Y.). A significant difference was defined as P value less than 0.05.

RESULTS
Patient Demographics

Eleven patients with lobular-type microtia were included in this retrospective study (male:female = 2:1). Patients were between 9 and 52 years old at the time of the
first reconstruction surgery, with an average of 26 years
and a mean of 22 years (male: average, 27 years, mean,
22 years; female: average, 24 years, mean, 20 years).
Surface Area of the Auricle

The exact auricular surface area of a healthy adult-size
human ear, as determined using the base method, was calculated to be 47.3 cm2 (SD, 4.4) overall, where men generally
had larger ears (49.0 cm2; SD, 4.7) than women (44.2 cm2;
SD, 1.6; P = 0.073; Table 1). Using the same method, microtia ears average 14.5 cm2 (SD, 4.0), with 15.6 cm2 (SD, 4.7) in
men and 12.6 cm2 (SD, 1.9) in women (P = 0.412; Table 1).
Amount of Skin Deficiency in Microtia Ears

The difference between the surface area of the
healthy ear and the microtia ear, as calculated using the
fixed method, can be interpreted as the amount of skin
missing to cover the auricular implant. The mean skin

Fig. 2. “Base method.” Boundaries used in the base method, where the ear model is
cut out at its base for calculation of the auricular surface area of the healthy adult ear.
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Fig. 3. “Fixed method.” Boundaries used in the fixed method, where a fixed domain around the respective ears enables quantification of skin deficiency.

deficiency was 25.4 cm2 (SD, 4.6), with 26.7 cm2 in men
(SD, 4.6) and 23.1 cm2 in women (SD, 4.1; P = 0.315;
Table 2).

DISCUSSION

Limited skin availability in microtia patients proves to
be a problem in both surgical and regenerative medicine
approaches for the reconstruction of the auricle. Skin
expansion and skin grafting solutions are currently used
to generate sufficient skin coverage of the reconstructed
implant, yet the actual amount of skin required for an implant to be adequately covered remains an educated guess.
Meanwhile, novel tissue-engineering approaches to reconstruct the auricle are hampered in several ways.12 One of
the main problems is that the construct does not keep its
shape under the tight skin envelope.16 Although we fully
agree that mechanical properties of the tissue-engineered
auricle should also be investigated,24 it seems imperative
to objectively assess the amount of skin deficiency in the
microtia patient.
This retrospective study used 3D scan images to calculate the auricular surface area. The results indicate that
Table 1. Mean Skin Surface Area of the Healthy and the
Microtia Ears
Male (n = 7)
Female (n = 4)
Overall (n = 11)

Healthy Ear (cm2)

Microtia Ear (cm2)

49.0 (SD, 4.7)
44.2 (SD, 1.6)
47.3 (SD, 4.4)

15.6 (SD, 4.7)
12.6 (SD, 1.9)
14.5 (SD, 4.1)

Using the base method, where the auricle was cut out at its base, the exact
auricular surface area was determined.
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the healthy human adult-size auricle averages 47.3 cm2
overall, with 49.0 cm2 in men and 44.3 cm2 in women in
our patient population. These numbers are comparable
with a similar study conducted by Yazar et al21 (2013).
Their study involved a technique based on measuring
cutout silicone impression models, conducted on a population of adult Turkish men and women. The skin area
calculated using this technique was also determined with
boundaries set at the curvature from the auricle to skull,
and by adding the mean anterior and posterior surface
areas, the data could be compared with the current study.
The male population in the study by Yazar et al21 (2013)
exhibited a total skin surface area of 51.4 cm2 (P = 0.23),
whereas woman had quite smaller ears with 41.0 cm2
(P = 0.03), averaging 46.3 cm2 overall (P = 0.51). Overall,
the auricular surface areas in both studies do not differ
significantly, as expected. The significant difference in
the female Turkish population may be explained by the
small subject group in our study or possibly an ethnical
effect.25
Calculating the exact auricular skin surface area and
subsequently the amount of skin deficiency contributes to
Table 2. Mean Difference in the Skin Surface Area between
Healthy and Microtia Ears, as Calculated Using the Fixed
Method
Male (n = 7)
Female (n = 4)
Overall (n = 11)

Difference (cm2)

Deficiency (%)

26.7 (SD, 4.6)
23.1 (SD, 4.1)
25.4 (SD, 4.6)

54.5
52.3
53.1

By selecting a fixed domain around both ears, an objective calculation of the difference in surface area was obtained. This difference can be interpreted as the
amount of skin deficiency on the microtia side compared with the healthy ear.
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the general knowledge on the properties of the healthy
adult auricle and may aid surgeons preoperatively. The
method we propose here to calculate the auricular surface
area yields similar results as a previous study.21 However,
this base method is not appropriate for determining the
amount of skin deficiency on the microtia side, as it does
not take into account differences in the area where the auricle joins the skull, and there is a discrepancy in this base
area between microtia and healthy ears. In addition, the
determination of the base borders is rather subjective and
even more challenging to define in an underdeveloped
auricular structure. A more objective way to calculate the
difference in skin area between the healthy and the microtia ear, as proposed in the current study, is by using a
fixed border around both ears, which enables comparison between 2 identical domains. The subsequently calculated difference in the surface area can be interpreted
as the amount of skin missing for adequate coverage of a
reconstructed auricular implant. After this fixed method,
our study indicates an average shortage of 25.4 cm2 overall, with 26.7 cm2 in men and 23.1 cm2 in women. These
numbers indicate a skin deficiency on the microtia side of
more than 50%.
The mechanical properties of the skin enable it to offer more resistance with increasing strain.18 Stretching the
skin over an auricular implant places increasing forces on
the underlying material. The findings of this study indicate that there is a significant deficiency of skin on the
microtia side, making the influence of the mechanical
properties of the skin on the auricular implant, a factor
that should not be ignored in clinical practice. In regenerative medicine approaches, the contractive forces of the
skin play an especially important yet often overlooked role
as well. Previous experiments are mostly performed in
murine models with relatively loose skin,16 contrary to the
thick and stiff human cranial skin.18 In microtia patients,
where there is a loss of skin over the ear and mastoid area,
the contractive forces will be even stronger. Tissue-engineered constructs may not be able to maintain their shape
in the tight skin envelope in these patients. Providing extra skin through, for example, tissue expansion may be
imperative to a successful tissue-engineered implant. This
study could provide an impetus for further research on regenerative medicine approaches to microtia and auricular
reconstruction.
We have presented a reliable and simple method for
the calculation of skin deficiency in microtia patients, one
that is less time consuming and labor intensive than the
method proposed in a previous study.21 We believe that
our method can easily be applied in clinical practice in
preparation of auricular reconstruction or for evaluating
postreconstruction aesthetic outcomes, yet it may be even
more interesting as an evaluation tool for size preservation
of large and complex-shaped tissue-engineered constructs.
Although in this study only lobular-type microtia patients were included, this method can potentially be applied to all types of auricular deformation. Scanning
plaster models casted from the patient relieves the diagnostic burden on the patient and obviates radiation exposure. In the future, handheld 3D laser scanners may make

the process even easier.26 The presence of small bubbles
in the plaster and cotton wads in the ear canal are of little
importance in the measurements, as these may only influence the results at the square millimeter level. One limitation of the current study is the use of 2 different types
of CT scanners and the subjective determination of the
boundaries of the base of the ear. Nevertheless, the difference in resolution between the 2 scanners is only marginal, and the potential fluctuations arising from the above
factors are on a negligible square millimeter scope.
In conclusion, this retrospective study is one of the
2 studies looking at the area of skin covering the auricle. It determined the exact skin surface area of the
healthy human auricle and proposed a new method
by which accurate calculation of the skin deficit in microtia patients can be achieved. This method could aid
reconstructive surgery in clinical practice. Our study
demonstrates that microtia patients have a deficiency
of more than 50% when compared with the healthy ear.
Supplementing this amount of skin one way or another
in microtia patients may improve healing after auricular reconstruction and diminish excessive forces within
neocartilage development in engineered constructs.
Future studies should be performed to evaluate the use
of this method to analyze aesthetic results after ear reconstruction or the usage during clinical practice (e.g.,
to determine the size of the skin graft during the second stage of ear reconstruction).
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